The quaternary Gs3 and Gs7 allotypes of the rabbit: generation of the determinants by interspecies molecular hybridization.
A number of allotypic markers of the rabbit immunoglobulins are present only on intact immunoglobulin molecules and not on the isolated heavy or light chains. Some of these markers, although determined by the kappa light chain, are limited to a single heavy chain class of Ig. They can be generated by in vitro hybridization of the kappa light chain with the appropriate heavy chain. The quaternary IgG allotypic determinants Gs3 and Gs7 which are determined respectively by the b4.1 and b4.2 allelic variants of the kappa b4 light chain can be generated not only by in vitro hybridization of these light chains with a rabbit gamma chain, but also to a certain extent by their hybridization to gamma chains derived from other species.